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Comrades Marathon - The Ultimate Human Race 2012-09-27 it is the world s
largest and oldest ultramarathon race it is a festival celebrating the
triumph of human spirit over adversity it has a camaraderie that enables
ordinary mortals to overcome human fragility and perform beyond their
wildest expectations in the words of comrades marvel bruce fordyce this
race can inspire ordinary people to do extraordinary things and it
brings out the best in all of us this race has a power to transform to
inspire and to motivate unlike any other the official comrades marathon
the ultimate human race begins in 1921 and chronologically describes
every race in detail up to 2010 s commemorative 85th event all the
legends are here in their full comrades glory and human frailty arthur
newton hardy ballington wally hayward jackie mekler alan robb frith van
der merwe bruce fordyce and others but there is also deeply affectionate
and admiring coverage of the backmarkers the ones often called the real
comrades runners those ordinary people behind the front runners this
meticulously researched account will certainly inspire all types of
athletes but more than that it will evoke a sense of wonder at what body
and mind can achieve in pursuit of extreme challenge the heartbreaking
and heart stopping moments are documented alongside the countless
successes and triumphs as well as a rich collection of humourous and
quirky anecdotes from comrades lore an updated history of the comrades
marathon is long overdue and author john cameron dow is uniquely
qualified to write about this remarkable athletic event he holds a
prized green number mark of a ten time comrades medallist
MARATHON BUCKET LIST 2016-08-21 in this his fifth book in his marathon
tourism series jim provides a runner s guide to 30 overseas marathons
that he has plans to run included among others are comprehensive
descriptions of such exotic marathons as those in honolulu bahamas great
wall of china siberia rio de janeiro comrades and niagara falls this is
a must read book for all runners who enjoy combining their love of
running with a love of travel
Comrades 1985 this book offers international perspectives on the
economic social geopolitical and environmental implications of covid 19
on tourism an unprecedented situation for this sector it considers the
challenge of making the tourism industry more resilient to such crises
and the future sustainability of tourism contributions explore the
changing dimensions of tourism marketing post covid 19 the rising
challenges in tourism education and ways to handle the crisis the impact
of the pandemic on tourism governance and the emerging ethical issues of
stakeholders responsibility the book will be useful for researchers
students and practitioners in the fields of tourism geography and crisis
management disciplines
The Comrades Marathon 2009 this book profiles preliminary findings on
the impact of covid 19 on the travel tourism and hospitality sector
starting with a narrative relating covid 19 to the global development
agendas the book proceeds with a focus on global tourism value chains
and linkages between covid 19 and the sustainable development goals sdgs
other perspectives addressed in separate chapters include impacts of
covid 19 on various industries within the global tourism value chain
including aviation airports cruise ships car rentals as well as ride and
share car services hotels restaurants sporting pilgrimage and religious
tourism gaming and entertainment and the stock market the book also
includes chapters on corporate philanthropic and public donations as
well as tourism economic stimulus packages it then concludes with a
chapter focusing on building back a better tourism sector post covid 19
that strongly draws from the sendai framework on disaster risk reduction
2015 2030 and the disaster cycle to this end this book is suitable as a
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read for several professionals in disciplines such as tourism and
hospitality studies economics sustainable development development
studies environmental sciences geography politics planning and public
health
The Comrades Marathon Story 1985 there has been a segmented approach to
documenting the impact of covid 19 and recovery prospects for global
tourism destinations until this volume though there has not been
comprehensive concentrated efforts to take a deep dive look into two
countries tourism destinations in order to provide a comparative
perspective this book fills this gap by analyzing tourism impacts and
recovery prospects in both zimbabwe and south africa the volume opens
with an introductory chapter from the editors that provide context and
background part i of the volume looks at the impacts of covid 19 on
zimbabwe and south africa part ii focuses on tourism operations during
the pandemic and part iii focuses on tourism recovery initiatives and
prospects the concluding chapter from the editors provides practical and
policy implementation this book is the third and final component of a
three volume set on the impact of covid 19 on destination tourism around
the world
COVID-19 and the Tourism Industry 2022-06-30 an entrepreneurial and
managerial approach continual increases in wealth and leisure time have
given a sharp rise to tourism which resulted in the rapid development of
tourism related ventures such as hotels bed and breakfast accommodation
travel agencies restaurants theme parks event companies resorts tourist
guides and tour operators to mention a few new tourism ventures an
entrepreneurial and managerial approach provides a definitive grounding
of how to create and manage such tourism ventures it takes an
entrepreneurial and managerial approach to the subject underpinning the
various concepts associated with entrepreneurship and demonstrating the
linkages of the subject with the tourism economy within the context of
international best practice and research
Counting the Cost of COVID-19 on the Global Tourism Industry 2020-09-19
in confronting growing concerns around environmental social and economic
issues facing sports and tourism this collection presents different
perspectives to develop new plans for future needs and problems
COVID-19, Tourist Destinations and Prospects for Recovery 2023-05-12
southern africa combines spectacular scenery and awe inspiring beauty
with a kaleidoscopic cultural heritage steeped in history this book
provides a wealth of information on the regions fascinating array of
tourist destinations and attractions tourism desinations southern africa
highlights the most important tourist sites broadly following the
tourism authorities top venues these are complemented by information on
areas considered to be of particular interest from the perspectives of
culture conservation and eco tourism as well as sport and leisure
pursuits the text is easy to read and user friendly making use of
detailed maps and activities it is essential reading for students
travellers travel consultants and anyone interested in learning more
about what southern africa has to offer as a tourist destination
New Tourism Ventures 2008 be inspired and empowered by this collection
of transformative travel experiences from sleeping under the stars or
learning a new craft to more ambitious challenges like taking a big trip
alone helping to rebuild a community or saving an endangered species
this is your essential companion to a life well lived
Sport and Tourism 2023-07-05 from a renowned group of international
scholars this new work examines how leading economic countries use sport
business to drive and further economic development by raising brand
awareness country as a brand transforming lagging communities and
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enhancing travel and tourism in the country
Tourism Destinations Southern Africa 2000 this fully revised and updated
berlitz pocket guide is packed with all the information you need to
enjoy south africa in a genuinely pocketable format be inspired to visit
this beautiful country by the brand new berlitz pocket guide south
africa a concise full colour guide that combines lively text with vivid
photography that brings this country to life inside berlitz pocket guide
south africa where to go details all the key areas in the area from the
cape town to robben island while handy maps on the cover flaps help you
find your way around and are cross referenced to the text top 10
attractions gives a run down of the best sights including cape peninsula
and wine country perfect tour provides an itinerary for a perfect week
on south africa what to do is a snapshot of ways to spend your spare
time in south africa with detailed suggestions including shopping
entertainment and dining essential information on south africa s culture
including a section on the country s history eating out covers the south
africa s best cuisine curated listings of the best hotels and
restaurants a z of all the practical information you ll need about
berlitz berlitz draws on years of travel and language expertise to bring
you a wide range of travel and language products including travel guides
maps phrase books language learning courses dictionaries and kids
language products
Travel Goals 2019-08-01 sports society and technology bodies practices
and knowledge production addresses the complex entanglements of science
technology and sporting cultures the collection explores themes around
human and non human actants knowledge formations and processes and the
materiality and multiplicity of bodies through an engagement with the
interdisciplinary fields of sport studies and science and technology
studies representing a range of methodological theoretical and
disciplinary approaches contributors interrogate the social cultural
political and historical intersections of an ever expanding techno
scientific sporting landscape from true bounce and brain trauma to
exercise physiology metrics and esports and from feminist technoscience
whey protein and epigenetics to sickle cell screening and testosterone
regulation
Sport Business in Leading Economies 2017-12-04 this fully revised and
updated insight pocket guide is packed with all the information you need
to enjoy south africa in a genuinely pocketable format be inspired to
visit this beautiful country by the brand new insight pocket guide south
africa a concise full colour guide that combines lively text with vivid
photography that brings this country to life inside insight pocket guide
south africa where to go details all the key areas in the area from the
cape town to robben island while handy maps on the cover flaps help you
find your way around and are cross referenced to the text top 10
attractions gives a run down of the best sights including cape peninsula
and wine country perfect tour provides an itinerary for a perfect week
on south africa what to do is a snapshot of ways to spend your spare
time in south africa with detailed suggestions including shopping
entertainment and dining essential information on south africa s culture
including a section on the country s history eating out covers the south
africa s best cuisine curated listings of the best hotels and
restaurants a z of all the practical information you ll need about
insight guides insight guides has over 40 years experience of publishing
high quality visual travel guides we produce around 400 full colour
print guidebooks and maps as well as picture packed ebooks to meet
different travellers needs insight guides unique combination of
beautiful travel photography and focus on history and culture together
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create a unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next
adventure insight guides has spawned many imitators but is still the
best of its type wanderlust magazine
Berlitz Pocket Guide South Africa (Travel Guide eBook) 2017-02-01 the
importance of sport tourism as a developing science and sport events
specifically is on the increase this is especially true when experts say
that sport tourism is big business south africa like most other
countries hosts thousands of sport events each year therefore
destinations compete fiercely not only to host these events but also to
offer quality events all this is happening despite the fact that there
is a lack of properly trained sport and event managers therefore the
purpose of this book is toe equip the reader with specific knowledge and
skills about the sport and events tourism phenomenon the book deals with
a wide variety of topics stretching from the history of sport tourism to
new and globally important issues such as the greening of sport events
the book is a useful tool for both students and practitioners alike
since it also provides guidelines and case studies
Sports, Society, and Technology 2019-11-12 this south africa lesotho
eswatini guidebook is perfect for independent travellers planning a
longer trip it features all of the must see sights and a wide range of
off the beaten track places it also provides detailed practical
information on preparing for a trip and what to do on the ground and
this south africa lesotho eswatini travel guidebook is printed on paper
from responsible sources and verified to meet the fsc s strict
environmental and social standards this south africa lesotho eswatini
guidebook covers cape town and the cape peninsula the western cape the
northern cape the eastern cape kwazulu natal free state gauteng north
west province mpumalanga limpopo lesotho eswatini inside this south
africa lesotho eswatini travel book you ll find a wide range of sights
rough guides experts have hand picked places for travellers with
different needs and desires off the beaten track adventures family
activities or chilled out breaks itinerary examples created for
different time frames or types of trip practical information how to get
to south africa lesotho eswatini all about public transport food and
drink shopping travelling with children sports and outdoor activities
tips for travellers with disabilities and more author picks and things
not to miss in south africa lesotho eswatini the wild coast hluhluwe
imfolozi park soweto the drakensberg vernacular architecture addo
elephant national park traditional arts and crafts stellenbosch the sani
pass game trails cape point storms river mouth kgalagadi transfrontier
park the bo kaap kruger national park insider recommendations tips on
how to beat the crowds save time and money and find the best local spots
when to go to south africa lesotho eswatini high season low season
climate information and festivals where to go a clear introduction to
south africa lesotho eswatini with key places and a handy overview
extensive coverage of regions places and experiences regional highlights
sights and places for different types of travellers with experiences
matching different needs places to eat drink and stay hand picked
restaurants cafes bars and hotels practical info at each site hours of
operation websites transit tips charges colour coded mapping with keys
and legends listing sites categorised as highlights eating accommodation
shopping drinking and nightlife background information for connoisseurs
history culture art architecture film books religion diversity essential
afrikaans dictionary and glossary of local terms fully updated post
covid 19 the guide provides a comprehensive and rich selection of places
to see and things to do in south africa lesotho eswatini as well as
great planning tools it s the perfect companion both ahead of your trip
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and on the ground
Insight Guides Pocket South Africa (Travel Guide eBook) 2017-02-01
tourism principles and practice by chris cooper john fletcher and david
gilbert is a vital reference book on transport and tourism covering key
principles and industry practices
Introduction to Sports Tourism and Event Management 2012-08-01 the
importance of sport tourism as a developing science and sport events
specifically is on the increase this is especially true when experts say
that sport tourism is big business south africa like most other
countries hosts thousands of sport events each year therefore
destinations compete fiercely not only to host these events but also to
offer quality events all this is happening despite the fact that there
is a lack of properly trained sport and event managers therefore the
purpose of this book is toe equip the reader with specific knowledge and
skills about the sport and events tourism phenomenon the book deals with
a wide variety of topics stretching from the history of sport tourism to
new and globally important issues such as the greening of sport events
the book is a useful tool for both students and practitioners alike
since it also provides guidelines and case studies
The Rough Guide to South Africa, Lesotho & Eswatini: Travel Guide eBook
2024-03-01 this text introduces the first time learner to the
possibilities of the south african tourism economy it contains the
programme structure and content of the technisa general and business
studies certificate it uses both self assessment and formal assessment
to evaluate skills and knowledge
Transport and Tourism - Reference Book 2015-07-15 discover south africa
lesotho and swaziland with themost incisive and entertaining guidebook
on the market whether you plan tosafari in kruger national park savour
the fine wines of the western cape orexplore the village where nelson
mandela grew up the rough guide to south africa lesotho swaziland will
showyou ideal places to sleep eat drink and shop along the way inside
the rough guide to south africa lesotho swaziland independent trusted
reviewswritten in rough guides trademark blend of humour honesty and
insight to help you get the most out of your visit with options to suit
everybudget full colour maps throughout navigate johannesburg s downtown
shopping streets or the beachfrontof port elizabeth without needing to
get online detailed regional coverage whether off the beaten track or in
more mainstream tourist destinations this travel guide has in depth
practical advice for every step of the way areas covered include cape
town and the cape peninsula the western cape the northern cape the
eastern cape the garden route kwazulu natal durban free state gauteng
johannesburg north west province mpumalanga limpopo lesotho swaziland
attractions include table mountain robbenisland kirstenbosch national
botanical garden stellenbosch the wildcoast hluhluwe imfolozi park the
drakensberg mountains joburg sapartheid museum blyde river canyon kruger
national park stunning inspirational images itineraries carefully
plannedroutes to help you organize your trip basics essential pre
departurepractical information including getting there local transport
accommodation foodand drink health the media festivals sports and
outdoor activities crimeand personal safety and more background
information acontexts chapter devoted to history music and books plus a
handy languagesection and glossary make the most of your time on earth
with therough guide to south africa lesotho swaziland
Introduction to Sports Tourism and Event Management, An 2012-08-01 over
the past decade the field of urban tourism has consolidated with the
appearance of several books that concentrate upon the western european
and north american experience recently the scope and range of urban
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research has widened considerably including the welcome appearance of
studies that examine the tourism phenomenon in cities outside the euro
american heartland despite this growing international body of debate and
scholarship on tourism and cities particularly in the developed north
literature that relates to the developing world as a whole and to africa
in particular remains sparse the task of urban tourism in the developing
world the south african experience is to augment the current
international scholarship concerning urban tourism in the developing
world more especially the contributors draw attention to a range of case
studies from south africa that provide some starting points to address
the uneven scholarly coverage of urban tourism the african context has
received to date in addition the research material presented here seeks
to contribute toward raising the south african and indeed the african
profile within growing international scholarship concerning issues of
urban tourism and development this collection aims to expand an emerging
south african and african tourism research voice concerning the tourism
and development nexus as well as to stem critiques that this body of
research appears to have developed in a theoretical vacuum divorced from
broader international tourism research discourses this collection of
essays not only further develops an independent south african tourism
perspective but also presents research that is closely tied to
international urban tourism research debates in addition this analysis
of urban tourism in the south african context enriches the rather
western oriented theories of urban tourism discourse through its
emphasis on how urban tourism is evolving in urban africa
Introduction to Travel and Tourism 2000 providing an overview of current
research and empirical applications this handbook serves as an
authoritative and comprehensive guide to customer engagement in the
tourism industry addressing important challenges contributions from a
global range of scholars explore an array of strategic and tactical
issues including understanding and managing customer engagement as well
as the metrics for capturing measuring and implementing engagement
methods
Comrades Marathon 2000 from the wilds of kruger national park to
cosmopolitan cape town to the lush western cape winelands to the
stunning beaches along the garden route this guide leads you straight to
the greatest attractions this fascinating and varied country has to
offer get insider tips on everything from the best shopping restaurants
and hotels to outdoor activities such as whale watching surfing and
hiking as well as practical information on how to get around as a bonus
a comprehensive field guide which includes the birds of south africa
helps you get the most out of your time on safari discover dk eyewitness
travel guide south africa hotel and restaurant listings and
recommendations detailed itineraries and don t miss destination
highlights at a glance illustrated cutaway 3 d drawings of important
sights floor plans and guided visitor information for major museums
guided walking tours local drink and dining specialties to try things to
do and places to eat drink and shop by area area maps marked with sights
and restaurants detailed city maps include street finder index for easy
navigation insights into history and culture to help you understand the
stories behind the sights suggested day trips and itineraries to explore
beyond the city with hundreds of full color photographs hand drawn
illustrations and custom maps that illuminate every page dk eyewitness
travel guide south africa truly shows you this country as no one else
can
The Rough Guide to South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland (Travel Guide
eBook) 2018-02-01 now available in pdf format dk eyewitness travel guide
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south africa will lead you straight to the best attractions south africa
has to offer packed with information detailed maps beautiful cutaways
and floor plans of all major sites this guide explores every facet of
the rainbow nation this edition also introduces a new 56 page field
guide to south africa s wildlife and the safari experience with detailed
information on safaris wildlife preserves and local species from zulu
culture to majestic lions dk eyewitness travel south africa is packed
with essential information whatever your budget this fully updated and
expanded south africa guide provides comprehensive guidance on the best
things to do in south africa from exploring the palace of the lost city
and kruger national park to experiencing the multifaceted culture of a
country with 11 official languages the dk eyewitness travel guide south
africa provides all the insider tips every visitor to south africa needs
with dozens of reviews for south african hotels recommendations for
south african restaurants tips for shopping and all the best places for
entertainment don t miss a thing on your vacation with the dk eyewitness
guide to south africa
Urban Tourism in the Developing World 2017-07-28 insight guides all you
need to inspire every step of your journey an in depth book now with
free app and ebook south africa is a land of exceptional natural beauty
and cultural variety a unique blend of of european asian and indigenous
influences this new edition covers everything from the modern cities of
johannesburg and cape town to the fascinating wildlife and scenery of
its national parks and games reserves over 392 pages of insider
knowledge from local experts in depth on history and culture from the
rise and fall of apartheid to the nation s art literature music food and
sport enjoy special features on cape wine south african flora whale
watching and vintage train journeys includes innovative extras that are
unique in the market all insight guides to countries and regions come
with a free ebook and app that s regularly updated with new hotel bar
restaurant shop and local event listings invaluable maps travel tips and
practical information ensure effortless planning inspirational colour
photography throughout inventive design makes for an engaging reading
experience about insight guides insight guides has over 40 years
experience of publishing high quality visual travel guides we produce
around 400 full colour print guide books and maps as well as picture
packed ebooks and apps to meet different travellers needs insight guides
unique combination of beautiful travel photography and focus on history
and culture together create a unique visual reference and planning tool
to inspire your next adventure
Handbook of Customer Engagement in Tourism Marketing 2023-10-06 how an
out of shape exercise hating beginner can transform to an impressive
long distance runner within months looking to go from couch potato to a
physically fit and healthy runner heck even a full marathon finisher
this book has it all it contains all the resources for a complete
beginner up to novice level to succeed at this physically and mentally
demanding sport you will be armed with techniques outergame and
psychological tools for motivation innergame to help you keep up with
the inner turmoils motivation related issues and other hardships
especially in long distance runs where every part of your being just
wants to give up i will not waste your precious time with useless
information you won t use instead i ll provide practical and straight
forward solutions daily and weekly plans resources section and the best
practices to help you succeed you will be armed to the teeth with
everything you could ever need to finish your first long distance races
and beyond here s what you can expect to learn from this course what it
takes to run a marathon timeframe beginner stage intermediate level
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advanced level mental preparation setting goals running alone versus
running with a buddy how to use running gadgets get enough rest
distinguishing between good pain and bad pain having a proper form and
breathing technique which part of your foot should strike the ground
first different training styles training gear clean bill of health
warming up and cooling down marathon race strategies running motivations
how to fall in love with running avoid running injuries running
schedules and plans marathon specific training trail running tips and
mistakes to avoid uphill and downhill running running and losing weight
heart rate training and much much more grab your copy here
FCS Sustainable Tourism in SA & Regional Travel L3 2008 it is against a
post colonial backdrop that the collection of essays assembled in this
book aims to make a contribution to understanding the realities of urban
centres which feature less frequently in the academic press the research
reported in this collection echoes and highlights many of the themes
found in both urban theory derived from the realities of many world
cities and the challenges remarked upon in development theory seen in
much of the work focused on south africa s main metropolitan regions
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide South Africa 2017-11-21 hospitality
management is the study of the hospitality industry the hospitality
industry is vast and very diverse any time people travel stay in a hotel
eat out go to the movies and engage in similar activities they are
patronizing establishments in the hospitality industry the management of
such establishments is very challenging as managers need to be flexible
enough to anticipate and meet a wide variety of needs hotel management
as the term suggests is focused on managing all aspects related to the
functioning of a hotel from the time a guest arrives at a hotel to the
time he checks out the responsibility of all activities during the guest
s stay in the hotel forms part of hotel management hospitality
management graduates are highly employable applying their skills to
careers in events hotel and conference management sales and business
development and forestry and fishing management hospitality management
means managing an event or when referring to managing a hotel it would
mean managing all the different departments and members of staff so that
the paying guests feel welcomed and enjoy their stay it is important
that these people know that you are warm and friendly so that they would
probably return to the venue again in the future this book has been
developed as an attempt to provide some literature on vast growing hotel
industry this text will help immensely those who are desirous of joining
the industry to equip themselves with a career in front office
housekeeping food production food and beverage service and tourism
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: South Africa 2013-10-10 these groundbreaking
essays demonstrate how africans past and present have utilized sports to
forge complex identities and shape africa s dynamic place in the world
since the late nineteenth century modern sports in africa have both
reflected and shaped cultural social political economic generational and
gender relations on the continent although colonial powers originally
introduced european sports as a means of civilizing indigenous
populations and upholding then current notions of racial hierarchies and
muscular christianity africans quickly appropriated these sporting
practices to fulfill their own varied interests this collection
encompasses a wide range of topics including women footballers in
nigeria kenya s world class long distance runners pitches and stadiums
in communities large and small fandom and pay to watch kiosks the
sporting diaspora sports pedagogy sports as resistance and as a means to
forge identity sports heritage the impact of politics on sports and
sporting biography
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Insight Guides South Africa (Travel Guide eBook) 2018-02-01 presenting a
comprehensive and pragmatic view on challenges around sporting events
this timely research handbook examines the hosting of major sporting
events and the impacts they can have on stakeholders looking beyond the
host destination it provides a wealth of conceptual analysis on the
organisation and administration of such events including the bidding
process planning management sponsorship issues and marketing
The Art of Running 2017-03-27 for the first time this book examines the
strategies of leaders of emerging nations to use sport as a tool for
reaching social economic cultural political technological or
environmental goals and gaining international prestige it assesses
whether sport can really be an effective tool in international
development the book explores the unique challenges issues and
opportunities offered by sport for development in emerging nations
bringing together case studies of sport and development in countries
including brazil china czech republic hungary india indonesia mexico
poland qatar south africa south korea and turkey the book looks at
policies designed to achieve development through by and for sport and
whether they have achieved their socio economic objectives it considers
the way that emerging nations have used major international sports
events as political and developmental projects as well as the importance
of sporting infrastructure professional leagues participation programmes
and the influence of nationalism and ideology with a truly global
perspective this book is important reading for any student researcher or
policy maker with interest in sport management sport development
development studies international economics globalisation or political
science
Spatialities of Urban Change 2008-07-01 this book examines the initial
impact of the coronavirus pandemic on global sport and the varying
consequences of the sport shutdown on all levels of society it also
considers the many lessons that have been learnt so that sport
stakeholders can successfully adjust and operate under the new normal
featuring authors cases and examples from around the world the book
explores the impact of covid 19 on sport at all levels from community
sport where local clubs gyms and development programmes had to find ways
to survive with pitches closed and projects cancelled to the major
professional sport leagues and sport mega events with events postponed
and teams playing in empty stadia it considers the economic social and
developmental impacts of the pandemic including physical mental and
social wellbeing and looks at how key professional and community sport
organizations have reacted to the crisis reflecting on the lessons
learnt and preparations for future pandemics and challenges of similar
size and significance with covid 19 now endemic in the global population
this is an essential reference for anybody working in sport from
students and researchers to managers policymakers and development
officers
Hospitality Management 2018-10-15 multiple races of marathon distance or
greater in a month or perhaps in a weekend several unsupported runs of
50 and 100 miles through the mountains and forests several times a year
have you ever considered running through a desert across a frozen tundra
or over multiple mountain ranges why not run for three days straight to
see how many miles you can accrue welcome to a place where no locale is
too inhospitable and no distance impossible welcome to the darkside the
darkside running club established in 2002 is a place where runners meet
to express their love for distance running and camaraderie by spending
countless hours and miles committed to doing what they enjoy most they
share a singular focus towards achieving goals far off in the distance
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both literally and figuratively with their dedication and commitment you
may believe the darksider to be a professional athlete or perhaps an
olympian but you would be wrong they are simply ordinary people doing
extraordinary things in the sport they love running highly competitive
while never taking themselves too seriously they strive to shave off
minutes or perhaps hours while adding a mile or two or twenty while
pushing their limits further and further the impossible becomes possible
dreams become reality they wont take no for an answer as they persevere
to move beyond physical and emotional discomfort to finish what they
started excuses dont exist their passion is contagious so reader be
warned theyre in it for the long run
Sports in Africa, Past and Present 2020-10-20 this book outlines the
impacts of small scale sport tourism events on local sustainable
development in different countries using half marathons organized in
small and medium sized cities as an example the chapters are robust case
studies applying a unified methodology in order to provide a clear
overview of the sport tourism system in each country the book begins
with a description of the methodologies used and an overview of the
countries studied the country chapters focus on several dimensions of
sport tourism in each city including but not limited to the history of
past sport tourism events in the municipality the characteristics of the
city hosting the event the demographic profile of participants in the
event and the quantifiable economic environmental and sociocultural
impacts of the event each chapter concludes with analysis and policy
recommendations for holding future events that contribute to local
sustainable development the book concludes by summarizing and comparing
the main results across different countries and presenting main
conclusions and overarching recommendations written by international
experts in sports tourism this book is geared towards academic
researchers and students interested in sport tourism sports economics
management and sustainable development as well as policy makers and
professionals tasked with bringing such events to their cities
Research Handbook on Major Sporting Events 2024-01-18 in 2005 during a
four month cycling trip through africa martin parnell was struck by the
power of sport and its ability to bring people together and to bring
about change five years later the 55 year old mining engineer husband
father and grandfather dedicated a year of his life to run 250 marathons
with the aim of raising 250 000 for the charity right to play an
international humanitarian organization that reaches out to
disadvantaged children around the world in the end martin s marathon
quest 250 raised 320 000 for the charity and he personally visited 60
schools inspiring thousands of children to get active in order to help
the less fortunate at home and abroad along with information on
technique gear nutrition and the challenges facing new and seasoned
athletes as they prepare for either regular or ultra marathons martin
gives honest and often humorous insight into why an ordinary person
would attempt to do something extraordinary pushing themselves to the
limit both mentally and physically in pursuit of their goal to make the
world a better place marathon quest is an inspiring and engaging read
for anyone interested in running travel or philanthropy
Sport and Development in Emerging Nations 2021-04-06 this book explores
and advances the latest concepts and developments in event management
theory and practice drawing on the ever growing event management
literature and supported by theories and concepts from parent
disciplines the book examines challenges and opportunities related to
maximising business and social benefits for those working in different
event management positions in a variety of contexts written by an
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international team of five management scholars the book investigates
event management and leverage from various angles including
international business event business studies sport management community
development and business strategy it does so by offering a combination
of theoretical approaches as well as contemporary cases from around the
world this book will be of interest to undergraduate and postgraduate
students of event management as well as scholars researching in social
and business related areas of event management and leverage
Routledge Handbook of Sport and COVID-19 2022-08-24
In It for the Long Run 2012-09-27
Small Scale Sport Tourism Events and Local Sustainable Development
2021-04-10
Marathon Quest 2012-10-15
Managing and Leveraging Events 2021-11-10
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